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333 NORTH MICHIGAN WELCOMES NEW TENANT CLARITY CLINIC
CHICAGO, February 28, 2018 – MB Real Estate (MBRE) announced today that Karoline Eigel and Ellen Trager,
of the company’s Leasing Services team, represented 333 North Michigan in a full-floor transaction for
healthcare provider Clarity Clinic’s new downtown office. The firm will occupy 11,320 SF on the 14th floor and
was represented by Ri Prasad from OptionRealty.
Clarity Clinic is a cutting-edge psychiatry and therapy practice, providing holistic care in psychiatry,
psychotherapy, hypnotherapy and more. They are based in Chicago with multiple locations in and around the
Chicagoland area.
“We’re thrilled Clarity Clinic chose 333 North Michigan for their new office and look forward to having them as
one of our premier tenants,” said MBRE SVP and Leasing Broker Karoline Eigel. “Clarity Clinic provides an
invaluable service to the Chicago community and we’re happy to help them expand into the East Loop.”
“333 North Michigan Avenue is the ideal location for us to expand our practice,” explained David Bodzin, chief
operations officer of Clarity Clinic. “The central location along Michigan Avenue and the beautiful surroundings
within the building provide the perfect environment for our clients.”
Clarity Clinic will move into their new office space Q2 of 2019.
About MB Real Estate Services Inc.
Founded in 1982, MB Real Estate is a full-service real estate organization that provides multifaceted expertise
in Asset/Facilities Management; Leasing Services; Project/Construction Management; Tenant Representation
and Investment Services. Separately, MBRE Healthcare and its independent affiliate fund manager, ROA
Holdings, are a full-service real estate entity that acquires, develops, leases, and manages healthcare facilities
across the United States. MBRE is headquartered in Chicago, with regional offices in New York, Atlanta,
Columbus, Orlando, Dallas and Denver. For more information, visit www.mbres.com.
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